Fare information
AA
AA

valid 24/7 for an entire semester
valid in the cities Halle and Leipzig and in the counties
Nordsachsen, Leipzig, Altenburger Land, Saalekreis and Burgenlandkreis

AA

does NOT apply in MDV Nord

AA

changing vehicles permitted within scope of ticket validity

AA

is not transferable to other people (carry an up-to-date student
ID with the MDV imrpint, the MDV logo or the (((e ticket symbol
in combination with officail photo ID with you)

Studentenwerk Halle:
Wolfgang-Langenbeck-Str. 5
06120 Halle (Saale)

MDV-Semesterticket

Tel.: 0345 6847501
Studentenwerk Leipzig:

winter semester 2022/23

Goethestraße 6
04109 Leipzig
Tel.: 0341 9659-5

Travelling with children
Children up to age 14 (max. three) of
students of the universities listed who have
a transit token on their student ID card
may travel with their parent(s)
free of charge in the respective
fare zone of the university
(fare zones 110, 210 and 233)*.

bus
lecture
finally
leisuretime
sbahnlake
relaxing

Carry-on bicycles
At the respective university locations of Halle (fare zone 210) and
Leipzig (fare zone 110), bicycles can be carried onto trams and buses
free of charge daily from 7 pm to 5 am with a student card. The same
counts for Halle (fare zone 210) all day on weekends and public
holidays.
In the districts Saalekreis and Burgenlandkreis, carry-on of bicycles is free of charge
with your student card on trams, buses
and local trains in the whole MDV-area
(except MDV Nord) without any time
restrictions*.

A vehicle can only accept as many bicycles for transport as
is possible without bothering other passengers or
affecting their safety. Riders are not entitled to free
transportation of bicycles.

Publisher:
MDV – Mitteldeutscher Verkehrsverbund GmbH
MDV-Infotelefon: 0341 91 35 35 91

* In all other respects, the Uniform Terms and Conditions of Carriage of the MDV, VMS, VVO, VVV and
ZVON as well as the terms and conditions of the public transit companies in the MDV shall apply.

www.mdv.de/kontakt

The whole semester in motion!

MDV-area

What is the „MDV-Semesterticket“?
The MDV-Vollticket allows students from various universities and colleges
in Halle, Leipzig and Merseburg to use
24/7 during the entire semester (six months).
The amount for local public transit is covered by the semester fee and
student cards with the mark “MDV”, a matriculation number and the
semester period are valid in what used to be the entire MDV area.

Network Area

last stop in the previous MDV area in
direction MDV Nord (until this point applies
MDV-Semesterticket)

Central
Saxony:
your
MDV-SemesterThe MDV-Semesterticket is not valid in the MDV Nord District
(and the
fare
zone
Könnern):
Free transit for students extends
ticket
to the cities Halle and Leipzig as well as these districts:is valid
Saalekreis,
Burgenlandkreis,
for rides from the MDV area into thisNorthern Saxony, District
Leipzig, Altenburger Land.
transit zone: no boarding/unboarding
permitted (passage only)

S-Bahn and train connections
The MDV-Semesterticket is valid:

MDV Nord

MDV-area

in Leipzig (fare zone 110):
Berufsakademie Sachsen – Staatliche Studienakademie

last stop in the previous MDV area in
direction MDV Nord (until this point applies
MDV-Semesterticket)

AA
AA

HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management

AA

Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst (HGB)

AA

Hochschule für Musik und Theater „Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy“
(HMT)

AA

Hochschule für Technik, Wirtschaft und Kultur (HTWK)

AA

iba - Internationale Berufsakademie

AA

Lancaster University*

AA

International University*

AA

Universität Leipzig

A connecting MDV ticket must be
purchased for the use of trains and
S-Bahn trains in the MDV Nord area
(and in fare zone Könnern).
The MDV-Semesterticket is valid:
Tickets for connecting routes must
MDV-area
always be purchased and validated
before departure. On trains with
last stop in the previous MDV area in
direction MDV Nord (until this point applies
on-board tickets sales, the
MDV-Semesterticket)
purchase of the ticket for
District Central Saxony: your MDV-Semesterconnecting routes must have
ticket
is valid for rides from the MDV area into this
happened whilst still travelling
within the area of validity of the
transit zone: no boarding/unboarding
permitted (passage only)
MDV-Semesterticket.
S-Bahn and train connections

The MDV-Semesterticket is NOT valid:

An offer for students at the colleges

District Central Saxony: your MDV-Semesterticket
is valid for rides from the MDV area into this
transit zone: no boarding/unboarding
permitted (passage only)

The MDV-Semesterticket is NOT valid:
MDV Nord

Roßlau

The MDV-Semesterticket is NOT valid:

Dessau

MDV Nord

MDV Nord

Landkreis Wittenberg

Landkreis Anhalt
Bitterfeld

First year students enrolling at the participating universities
in Leipzig can use the local public transport free of charge
already one month before the beginning of the semester.

Bad Düben
Delitzsch
Landsberg

Halle

Torgau

Landkreis Nordsachsen

Beilrode

Eilenburg

in Halle (fare zone 210):
AA
Burg Giebichenstein Kunsthochschule Halle
AA

Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg

Querfurt

Saalekreis

Leipzig
Merseburg

For example:
A student of the Martin-LutherUniversity Halle would like to travel
to Wittenberg Hbf with his MDVSemesterticket. Is this possible?
Yes, it is. Students ride on their
MDV-Semesterticket to Landsberg
(which is the last stop in the
MDV network), then validate a
connecting ticket from Landsberg
to Wittenberg central station in the
MDV fare zone.
The connecting ticket must be
bought and validated before you
begin your journey!

Domnitz
Niemberg

At what point do I need a
connecting ticket?

Wurzen
Brandis

in Merseburg (fare zone 233):
AA
Hochschule Merseburg

Oschatz
Grimma

Mücheln

* different semester fee, no taking children with you

Weißenfels

Landkreis Leipzig
Borna

Bad Lausick

Deine
App für
Mobilität
im MDV

Colditz
Naumburg

Burgenlandkreis
Zeitz

Altenburg
Schmölln

Landkreis
Altenburger
Land

Teilgebiet
Landkreis
Mittelsachsen

Döbeln

(Raum Döbeln)

moovme.de

